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QUESTION 1
Which two statements about configuring NPV are true? (Choose two.)
A. Only F, E, and SD ports are supported in NPV mode.
B. Only targets can be connected to an NPV device.
C. Distribute the NPV core switch links to different port groups for improved scalability.
D. If DPVM is configured on the NPV core switch for an end device that is connected to the NPV device, then that end
device must be configured to be in the same VSAN.
E. NPV does not support NPIV-capable module servers (nested NPIV).
Correct Answer: CD

QUESTION 2
In a Cisco Data center network, what troubleshooting step would you do first when having a npv issue?
A. Check to see if npv is enabled
B. Check name server database to see if it recognizes device
C. Check detail config of FCNS database
D. Check the show-tech-support detail
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 3
Refer to the exhibit.

A customer is having difficulty getting NPV working. What is the cause of the problem?

A. The core NPV device is not enabled.
B. The core NPV device is not a switch.
C. The core NPV device is not configured on both ends.
D. The core NPV device is not configured on the upstream port.
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 4
There is an ARP storm in VDC 1. Some users on VDC 2 notice that ARP is not resolving for their gateway on the Cisco
Nexus core. What is the cause?
A. The ARP CoPP class committed information rate is exceeded, resulting in ARP loss in all VDCs.
B. The administrator has not correctly configured the ARP CoPP class in VDC 2.
C. The ARP traffic in VDC 1 is copied to the host ports in VDC 2, causing overutilization and output discards.
D. Because the ARP process in the default VDC (VDC 1) is responsible for processing ARP traffic for all VDCs, VDC 2
will be affected.
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 5
An administrator wants to combine the advantages of a trunking F port and an F port channel.
Which command on a Cisco MDS switch should be used to enable this?
A. enable port-channel
B. feature trunking-fport
C. feature fport-channel-trunk
D. port-channel trunk
E. feature fport-trunk
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 6

Fibre Channel traffic on VSAN 12 between N5K2 and MDS9124-2 is degraded. Which statement explains the cause of
this degradation?
A. Performance is decreased by half due to the incorrect port type being used.
B. The load-balancing scheme for VSAN 12 should be src-id/dst-id.
C. B2B credits on N5K2 should be increased to 128.
D. A VSAN port channel must be configured between N5K2 and MDS9124-2.
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 7
Refer to the exhibit.

A zone merge failure occurs with the above error log.What is the problem?

A. Two switches have the same zone set name but different zone members.
B. Two switches have different zone names and different members.
C. Two switches have the same zone set name and the same members.
D. Two switches have different zone names.
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 8
A customer reports that it cannot establish a vPC peer link between two Cisco Nexus 5548UP Switches. The interfaces
on both switches are configured and cabled correctly. The interface status is up/down on switch 1 and up/up on switch
2. Which three steps are taken to isolate the root cause? (Choose three.)
A. ask the customer if the link was ever functional
B. determine whether the fiber-optic cable type (single mode or multimode) matches the X2 modules
C. swap the fiber-optic cable with one known to be good
D. swap the transceivers between the two interfaces
E. swap the ends of the fiber-optic cable
Correct Answer: CDE

QUESTION 9
Refer to the exhibit.
An administrator is deploying FCoE; however, a VFC interface will not come up.The administrator executes the
commandshow platform software fcoe_mgr info interface vfc and displays the output. What is the problem?
A. Connecting a Cisco MDS switch to a Cisco Nexus switch with Fibre Channel is not supported.
B. The port must be in the same VSAN.
C. There is a port type mismatch. They both must be F ports.
D. The speed must be set to 8 Gbps.
E. It is still initializing the port on the Cisco Nexus switch.
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 10

FCoE traffic from C200-1 on VSAN 13 is not being switched through the network. Which statement explains the cause
of the problem?
A. The LAN switchport on N5K2 must be configured as a trunk.
B. VLAN 1013 on N5K2 is not allowed on the LAN.
C. The vFC on N5K2 that is associated with VSAN 13 is in the wrong port mode.
D. The M1 card on the Nexus 7000 switch does not support FCoE.
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 11
One of your Cisco Nexus Series interfaces has become errdisabled with the error message "DCX-No ACK in 100
PDUs". How often are these acknowledgements exchanged?
A. 15 seconds
B. 30 seconds
C. 45 seconds
D. 60 seconds
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 12
Refer to the exhibit.

A customer is having problems with NPV. Which of these is the cause of the problem?
A. No server was requested or received by the FLOGI database.
B. One external link must be up for server interface to be up.
C. Internal links are down and must be up for the server interface to be up.

D. VSANs are misconfigured on the upstream ports.
E. VLANs are misconfigured on the upstream ports.
Correct Answer: D
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